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THE GL(2,C) MCKAY CORRESPONDENCE
MICHAEL WEMYSS
Abstract. In this paper we show that for any affine complete rational surface sin-
gularity the quiver of the reconstruction algebra can be determined combinatorially
from the dual graph of the minimal resolution. As a consequence the derived category
of the minimal resolution is equivalent to the derived category of an algebra whose
quiver is determined by the dual graph. Also, for any finite subgroup G of GL(2,C),
it means that the endomorphism ring of the special CM C[[x, y]]G-modules can be
used to build the dual graph of the minimal resolution of C2/G, extending McKay’s
observation for finite subgroups of SL(2,C) to all finite subgroups of GL(2,C).
1. Introduction
When working with quotient singularities V/G from the viewpoint of resolution of
singularities and derived categories the object one first writes down is the skew group ring
C[V ]#G (=G-equivariant sheaves) since this object is the canonical way to encode the
representation theory of G into the geometry. This algebra satisfies many nice homological
properties, in particular it has finite global dimension and so we often view it as a ‘non-
commuatitive resolution’ over its centre. For quotients with G ≤ SL(V ) there is much
evidence which suggests that this is a good idea, but there is always a problem extracting
and understanding the geometric information that C[V ]#G encodes.
The point in this paper is that for non-Gorenstein surface quotient singularities (i.e.
those by finite small groups G ≤ GL(2,C) that are not inside SL(2,C)), in order to be
able to see the geometry in the most clear way the skew group ring C[x, y]#G is far too
large; one should instead pass to a much smaller algebra, the so-called reconstruction
algebra. The benefit of passing to this smaller algebra is twofold — firstly we are able
to recover the link with the dual graph of the minimal resolution which is obscured in
the world of G-equivariant sheaves (which we do in this paper), and secondly it is much
easier to extract the geometry (which we do in other papers) since via the reconstruction
algebra understanding resolutions of quotients by large non-abelian groups can turn out
to be as easy as understanding those arising from vastly smaller cyclic groups.
For non-Gorenstein surface quotient singularities the number of exceptional curves
in the minimal resolution of C2/G is strictly less than the number of irreducible repre-
sentations. This problem led Wunram [18] to develop the idea of a special representation
(equivalently special CM module) so that after passing to the non-trivial indecomposable
special representations the 1-1 correspondence with the exceptional curves is recovered.
Note that the definition of special representation is homological since it is defined by the
vanishing of cohomology of the dual of a certain vector bundle on the minimal resolu-
tion. Even in fairly easy examples, determining which representations are special is not a
straightforward task [10].
Wunram’s results give the necessary 1-1 correspondence and so here we study the non-
commutative algebra given by the endomorphism ring of the sum of the indecomposable
special CM modules. In [15] it was discovered algebraically that for finite small cyclic
subgroups of GL(2,C) the quiver of this non-commutative algebra determines and is
determined by the dual graph of the minimal resolution Xˆ of the singularity C2/G, labelled
with self-intersection numbers. This correspondence is purely on the level of the underlying
quiver; it was further discovered that if we add in the extra information of the relations
then in fact one can recover the whole space Xˆ (not just the dual graph) as a certain GIT
quotient, and also that the endomorphism algebra describes the derived category of Xˆ .
Furthermore the global dimension of the endomorphism algebra was found to be either 2
or 3, which since we are studying surfaces is a little surprising.
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In this paper we relate Wunram’s work to that of Bridgeland [4] and Van den Bergh
[14] to give a non-explicit geometric proof of some of the above results which furthermore
works in greater generality. Note that by using Riemann-Roch and Serre duality the
proofs are quite routine, giving not only the number of arrows but also the number of
relations.
Our first main theorem is the following:
Theorem 1.1 (=3.3 and 3.6). Let R be any affine complete rational surface singularity
and let Xˆ be the minimal resolution of SpecR. Then the quiver of EndR(
⊕
M), where
the sum is taken over all indecomposable special CM R-modules, can be computed combi-
natorially from the dual graph of Xˆ labelled with self-intersection numbers.
We explain the terminology in §2 and state this more precisely in §3 however we note
here that the combinatorics are easy and so the computation of the quiver is very quick.
We call the endomorphism ring in the above correspondence the reconstruction algebra,
since its quiver can be reconstructed from the dual graph. Of course, as is the case
for preprojective algebras in the classical McKay Correspondence, to obtain EndR(
⊕
M)
from the dual graph requires us to add information in the form of an extra vertex, whereas
to obtain the dual graph from EndR(
⊕
M) one must lose information by killing a specified
vertex.
Using the computation of the ext groups in the proof of the above theorem we also
obtain the following, extending the result [10, 2.15]:
Corollary 1.2 (=3.7). Let R be an affine complete rational surface singularity and set
A := EndR(
⊕
M) where the sum is taken over all indecomposable special CM R-modules.
Then
gl.dimA =
{
2 if R is Gorenstein
3 else.
When R is Gorenstein all simple left A-modules and all simple right A-modules have pro-
jective dimension 2. When R is not Gorenstein all simple right A-modules have projective
dimension 2 except the simple corresponding to ⋆, which has projective dimension 3. As
left A-modules, the projective dimension of the simples at ⋆ and all curves correspond-
ing to (−2)-curves have projective dimension 2, whereas all other simples have projective
dimension 3.
Thus not only does the homologically homogeneous property fail for reconstruction
algebras, it fails asymmetrically.
Applying Theorem 1.1 to quotients of C2 by finite subgroups of GL(2,C) we also
obtain the result which motivated this work.
Corollary 1.3 (The GL(2,C) McKay Correspondence). For any finite small subgroup G
of GL(2,C) let Xˆ → C2/G be the minimal resolution. Then the special representations of
G can be used to build the dual graph of Xˆ by taking the quiver of EndC[[x,y]]G(⊕ρ special(ρ⊗
C[[x, y]])G) and deleting the vertex corresponding to the trivial representation.
This says, provided we use Auslander’s endomorphism ring perspective [2], that the
representation theory of the special CM modules determines the dual graph of the minimal
resolution in exactly the same way as in the classical SL(2,C) case. Again we emphasize
that the reconstruction algebra is in general much smaller than G-equivariant sheaves,
allowing us to extract the geometry much more easily.
Although the geometric proof of Theorem 1.1 is quite slick, the main content in
reconstruction algebras is found in their relations and other than telling us their number
the geometric proof does nothing more. Furthermore EndC[[x,y]]G(⊕ρ special(ρ⊗C[[x, y]])
G)
is an entirely representation-theoretic gadget and so turning Corollary 1.3 around we
should be able to deduce the dual graph by using only the representation theory.
This motivates us to provide a second proof of Corollary 1.3 in which we show how
to compute EndC[[x,y]]G(⊕ρ special(ρ ⊗ C[[x, y]])
G) purely representation-theoretically, as-
suming none of the geometry. This method actually turns out to give more information
since it immediately tells us the grading of the algebra and it also provides a method to
obtain the relations. For brevity in this paper we restrict ourselves to only determining
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the quiver and so we ignore the relations; we consider this problem in separate papers
[15, 16, 17] by using a combination of the two approaches.
The main idea behind the representation-theoretic proof for quotient singularities is
that the number of irreducible maps between the special CM modules can be determined
by using a simple counting argument on the AR quiver of C[[x, y]]G. The relations on the
reconstruction algebra are then induced by the mesh relations on the AR quiver. This
method involves case-by-case analysis and relies on the classification of the special CM
modules in [10] and so is quite space-intensive, thus we prove only a few examples.
The structure of this paper is as follows: we begin in §2 with preliminaries involving
intersection theory and perverse sheaves. In §3 we give the geometric proof of the main
results above, and in §4 we give the alternative representation-theoretic method for quo-
tient singularities. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the quotient case: in §5 we
translate the intersection theory into simple rules and in the remaining sections we draw
the quivers for all finite subgroups of GL(2,C).
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper let X = SpecR be an affine complete rational surface singu-
larity over C, let f : X˜ → SpecR be some resolution and denote the exceptional curves by
{Ei}i∈I . Resolutions will not be minimal unless specified. We shall always assume that
our dual graphs are labelled with the corresponding self-intersection numbers:
Definition 2.1. Suppose {Ei}i∈I is a collection of P1s forming the exceptional locus
in a resolution of some affine rational surface singularity. The dual graph is defined as
follows: for each curve draw a vertex, and join two vertices if and only if the corresponding
curves intersect. Furthermore label every vertex with the self-intersection number of the
corresponding curve.
Definition 2.2 ([1]). For a given exceptional {Ei}i∈I , define the fundamental cycle Zf =∑
i∈I riEi (with each ri ≥ 1) to be the unique smallest element such that Zf · Ei ≤ 0 for
all i ∈ I.
Our notational convention for writing Zf is as follows:
Example 2.3.
(i)
−2 −2
−2
−2 −5 −2 −3
Zf=
1 2
1
2 1 1 1
(ii)
−2 −2
−2
−2 −3 −2
Zf=
1 2
1
2 1 1
As is standard, we denote the canonical cycle by ZK . It is the rational cycle defined
by the condition ZK · Ei = −K eX · Ei for all i ∈ I. By adjunction this means that
ZK ·Ei = E
2
i +2 for all i ∈ I. Note that if the resolution is minimal then ZK ·Ei ≤ 0 for
all i ∈ I.
Now perverse sheaves were introduced by Bridgeland [4] to prove the existence of
flops of certain 3-folds; here we use this theory for surfaces. The key point from our
perspective is the following commutative diagram, proved by Van den Bergh [14, 3.2.8,
3.5.5]
Db(coh X˜)
≈
Db(modEnd eX(O eX ⊕MI))
∪ ∪
−1PerX˜
≈
modEnd eX(O eX ⊕MI)
whereMI =
⊕
i∈IMi with eachMi a certain vector bundle satisfying detMi ·Ej = δij .
Furthermore the simple modules in modEnd eX(O eX ⊕MI) are, viewed inside Db(coh X˜),
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precisely [14, 3.5.7]
OZf and OEi(−1)[1] for all i ∈ I.
The same set of objects also appears in the work of Ishii [8] for quotient singularities as
the homology of the lift of the AR sequences to the minimal resolution. Since we are
assuming R is complete, for each exceptional curve Ei there is a divisor Di intersecting
Ei transversally at one point and not intersecting any of the other exceptional curves (see
[14, 3.4.4]). Thus defining D :=
∑
i∈I Di then the simples are OZf and OEi(−D)[1] for
all i ∈ I.
3. Ext Groups and Corollaries
When working with quivers by ab we mean a followed by b; similarly when composing
morphisms by fg we mean f followed by g. With these conventions representations
of quivers correspond to right modules, and further the functor RHom(O eX ⊕ MI ,−)
takes us to the derived category of left End eX(O eX ⊕ MI) modules. In what follows
denote the simples in −1PerX˜ (i.e. left End eX(O eX ⊕MI)-modules) by S⋆ = OZf , and
Si = OEi(−D)[1] for all i ∈ I.
The following is immediate from the definition of Zf :
Lemma 3.1. If Ei is some exceptional curve then E
2
i ≤ Zf · Ei. Furthermore the in-
equality is strict if Ei intersects some other exceptional curve.
Proof. Write Zf =
∑
aiEi. If ai = 1 then
Zf ·Ei = E
2
i +
∑
i6=j
ajEj ·Ei ≥ E
2
i
where the inequality is strict provided that Ei · Ej = 1 for some j. If ai > 1 write
Z ′ = Zf − Ei = (ai − 1)Ei +
∑
i6=j ajEj then Z
′ has all co-efficients ≥ 1 with Z ′ · Ej =
(Zf −Ei) ·Ej ≤ 0 for all j 6= i. Further Z
′ ·Ei = Zf ·Ei −E2i , thus Zf ·Ei > E
2
i else Zf
is not minimal. 
Let e denote the embedding dimension of R, i.e. e−2 = −ZK ·Zf +1 = −1−Zf ·Zf .
In what follows, for every integer a ∈ Z denote
a+ :=
{
a if a ≥ 0
0 if a < 0
and a− =
{
0 if a ≥ 0
−a if a < 0
.
Theorem 3.2. Let X˜ → SpecR be some resolution of an affine complete rational surface
singularity. Then the dimension of the Ext groups between the simples in −1PerX˜ are
ext1(Si,Sj)=(Ei·Ej)+ ext2(Si,Sj)=(−1−Ei·Ej)+ ext3(Si,Sj)=0
ext1(S⋆,S⋆)=0 ext
2(S⋆,S⋆)=e−2 ext3(S⋆,S⋆)=0
ext1(S⋆,Si)=−Ei·Zf ext2(S⋆,Si)=0 ext3(S⋆,Si)=0
ext1(Si,S⋆)=

((ZK − Zf ) · Ei)+
1− Zf · Ei ext
2(Si,S⋆)=

((ZK − Zf ) · Ei)−
1
ext3(Si,S⋆)=

−E2i − 2
0
where in the split for extt(Si, S⋆) the bottom option corresponds to when Ei is a (−1)-
curve, the top option when Ei is a non-(−1)-curve. All higher ext groups are zero.
Proof. We start by computing extt(Si, Sj) = ext
t(OEi ,OEj ). Taking the short exact
sequence
0→ O eX(−Ei)→ O eX → OEi → 0
and applying Hom(−,OEj ) gives
0→ Hom(OEi ,OEj )→ H
0(OEj )→ H
0(OEj (Ei ·Ej))→ Ext
1(OEi ,OEj )→ H
1(OEj ) = 0
and
0 = H1(OEj )→ H
1(OEj (Ei · Ej))→ Ext
2(OEi ,OEj )→ H
2(OEj ) = 0
with extt(OEi ,OEj ) = 0 for all t ≥ 3. From the second exact sequence
ext2(OEi ,OEj ) = h
1(OEj (Ei · Ej)) =
{
0 i 6= j
−1− Ei ·Ei i = j.
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From the first exact sequence, if i = j then H0(OEi(Ei·Ej)) = 0 forces ext
1(OEi ,OEj ) = 0.
If i 6= j then hom(OEi ,OEj ) = 0 and so
ext1(OEi ,OEj ) = h
0(OEj (Ei · Ej))− h
0(OEj ) = Ei · Ej .
We now compute extt(S⋆, S⋆) = ext
t(OZf ,OZf ). First note that h
1(OZf (−ZK)) = 0
follows immediately from taking sections of the sequence
0→ O eX(−Zf − ZK)→ ω → OZf (−ZK)→ 0,
since H1(ω) = 0 by Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing. Further we know by [1, 3.4] that
h0(OZf ) = 1 and h
1(OZf ) = 0. Thus applying Hom(−,OZf ) to the short exact sequence
0→ O eX(−Zf )→ O eX → OZf → 0
gives
0→ Hom(OZf ,OZf )→ H
0(OZf )→ H
0(OZf (Zf ))→ Ext
1(OZf ,OZf )→ H
1(OZf ) = 0
and
0 = H1(OZf )→ H
1(OZf (Zf ))→ Ext
2(OZf ,OZf )→ H
2(OZf ) = 0
with extt(OZf ,OZf ) = 0 for all t ≥ 3. By Serre duality on Zf we know that h
0(OZf (Zf )) =
h1(OZf (−ZK)) = 0 and so the first exact sequence shows that ext
1(OZf ,OZf ) = 0. Now
using Serre duality on Zf the second short exact sequence gives
ext2(OZf ,OZf ) = h
1(OZf (Zf )) = h
0(OZf (−ZK)).
But
h0(OZf (−ZK)) = h
0(OZf (−ZK))− h
1(OZf (−ZK)) = χ(OZf (−ZK))
and by Riemann–Roch on Zf
χ(OZf (−ZK)) = −Zf · ZK + 1 = −1− Zf · Zf
as required.
Now consider extt(S⋆, Si). Due to the shift in the simples, ext
t(S⋆, Si) = ext
t+1(OZf ,OEi(−1)).
Simply applying Hom(−,OEi(−1)) to the short exact sequence
0→ O eX(−Zf )→ O eX → OZf → 0
gives
0 = H1(OEi(−1))→ H
1(OEi(−1+Ei ·Zf))→ Ext
2(OZf ,OEi(−1))→ H
2(OEi(−1)) = 0
and
→ H2(OEi(−1 + Ei · Zf )) = 0→ Ext
3(OZf ,OEi(−1))→ H
3(OEi(−1)) = 0.
with all higher ext groups vanishing. From the second sequence ext2(S⋆, Si) = 0, whereas
the first shows that
ext1(S⋆, Si) = ext
2(OZf ,OEi(−1)) = h
1(OEi(−1 + Ei · Zf))
which equals h0(OEi(−1− Ei · Zf )) = −Ei · Zf .
Finally we consider extt(Si, S⋆) = ext
t−1(OEi(−1),OZf ). Applying Hom(−,OZf ) to the
exact sequence
0→ O eX(−Ei −Di)→ O eX(−Di)→ OEi(−1)→ 0
gives
0→ Hom(OEi(−1),OZf )→ H
0(OZf (Di))→ H
0(OZf (Di+Ei))→ Ext
1(OEi(−1),OZf )
→ H1(OZf (Di))→ H
1(OZf (Di + Ei))→ Ext
2(OEi(−1),OZf )→ 0
with all higher terms zero. By summing dimensions
ext1(Si, S⋆)−ext
2(Si, S⋆)+ext
3(Si, S⋆) = χ(OZf (Di))−χ(OZf (Ei+Di)) = −Ei ·Zf .
(1)
We now split into cases — firstly assume that Ei is not a (−1)-curve. By Serre duality
ext1(Si, S⋆) and ext
2(Si, S⋆) are
ext2(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei)) and ext
1(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK ·Ei))
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respectively. Now applying Hom(−,OEi(−1− ZK ·Ei)) to the short exact sequence
0→ O eX(−Zf )→ O eX → OZf → 0
gives
0→ Hom(OZf ,OEi(−1−ZK·Ei))→ H
0(OEi(−1−ZK ·Ei))→ H
0(OEi(−1+(Zf−ZK)·Ei))
→ Ext1(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei))→ H
1(OEi(−1− ZK ·Ei)) = 0
and
0 = H1(OEi(−1−ZK ·Ei))→ H
1(OEi(−1+(Zf−ZK)·Ei))→ Ext
2(OZf ,OEi(−1−ZK ·Ei))→ 0
since −ZK ·Ei ≥ 0 (Ei is not a (−1)-curve). The second exact sequence shows that
ext2(OZf ,OEi(−1−ZK ·Ei)) = h
1(OEi(−1+ (Zf −ZK) ·Ei)) = ((ZK −Zf) ·Ei)+.
and by the first exact sequence we have a surjection
C
((ZK−Zf )·Ei)− → Ext1(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei))→ 0
which shows that ext2(Si, S⋆) ≤ ((ZK − Zf ) · Ei)−. Thus if (ZK − Zf ) · Ei ≥ 0 then
ext2(Si, S⋆) = 0, so we may assume that (ZK − Zf) · Ei < 0 in which case (by definition
of Zf ) necessarily we must have ZK · Ei ≤ −1. This means that the first exact sequence
reduces to
0→ Hom(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK ·Ei))→ C
−ZK ·Ei → C((ZK−Zf )·Ei)−
→ Ext1(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei))→ 0.
But composing the surjection OZf ։ OEi with a basis of Hom(OEi ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei))
(which has dimension −ZK · Ei) we see that hom(OZf ,OEi(−1 − ZK · Ei)) ≥ −ZK · Ei.
By the above exact sequence equality holds, and so by summing dimensions we conclude
that
ext1(OZf ,OEi(−1− ZK · Ei)) = ((ZK − Zf) · Ei)−.
By (1) we thus obtain
ext3(Si, S⋆) = −Zf ·Ei+((ZK−Zf )·Ei)−−((ZK−Zf )·Ei)+ = −ZK ·Ei = −E2i −2,
finishing the proof when Ei is not a (−1)-curve.
Finally, consider the case where Ei is a (−1)-curve, then the statement is well-known if
Ei is the only curve in the exceptional locus (in which case Zf ·Ei = Ei ·Ei = −1), thus
we may assume that Ei intersects some other exceptional curve. In this case Zf · Ei = 0
by Lemma 3.1. Now by Serre duality ext1(Si, S⋆) and ext
2(Si, S⋆) are
ext2(OZf ,OEi(−2)) and ext
1(OZf ,OEi(−2))
respectively, so applying Hom(−,OEi(−2)) to the exact sequence
0→ O eX(−Zf )→ O eX → OZf → 0
gives
H0(OEi(−2 + Zf ·Ei))→ Ext
1(OZf ,OEi(−2))→ H
1(OEi(−2))→
→ H1(OEi(−2 + Zf ·Ei))→ Ext
2(OZf ,OEi(−2))→ 0,
which since Zf ·Ei = 0 is just
0→ Ext1(OZf ,OEi(−2))→ C → C → Ext
2(OZf ,OEi(−2))→ 0.
Thus ext1(Si, S⋆) = ext
2(Si, S⋆) ≤ 1. To see that both are precisely one we exhibit a
non-zero map from OEi(−1) to OZf , then ext
1(Si, S⋆) = hom(OEi(−1),OZf ) 6= 0. But
since Ei intersects some other curve, Zf − Ei > 0 so there is an exact sequence
0→ OEi(−(Zf − Ei))→ OZf → OZf−Ei → 0
which since Zf ·Ei = 0 is simply
0→ OEi(−1)→ OZf → OZf−Ei → 0,
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providing us with the required non-zero map. Lastly by (1)
ext3(Si, S⋆) = −Zf ·Ei + 1− 1 = −Zf ·Ei = 0,
finishing the proof. 
Corollary 3.3. Let X˜ → SpecR be some resolution of an affine complete rational surface
singularity. Then End eX(O eX ⊕MI) can be written as a quiver with relations as follows:
for every exceptional curve Ei associate a vertex labelled i, and also associate a vertex ⋆
corresponding to O eX . Then the number of arrows and relations between the vertices is
given as follows:
Number of arrows Number of relations
i→ j (Ei ·Ej)+ (−1− Ei ·Ej)+
⋆→ ⋆ 0 −ZK · Zf + 1 = −1− Zf · Zf
i→ ⋆ −Ei · Zf 0
⋆→ i
{
((ZK − Zf ) · Ei)+
1− Zf · Ei
{
((ZK − Zf ) ·Ei)−
1
where in the split for ⋆ → i, the bottom option corresponds to when Ei is a (−1)-curve,
the top option when Ei is a non-(−1)-curve.
Proof. Denote A := End eX(O eX ⊕MI). In the conventions here right modules are the
same as representations of quivers, so to write A as a quiver with relations we need to
take the simple right A-modules and calculate the dimensions of the ext groups between
them. In the above the simples which were denoted by S are left modules (since the
functor Hom eX(O eX ⊕MI ,−) has image in left modules) and so we need to reverse the
order of the simples, i.e.
number of arrows in A i→ j = ext1A(Sj , Si)
number of relations in A i→ j = ext2A(Sj , Si)
The fact that this gives a presentation of the algebra is mostly well-known. The statement
on the ext1 is always true whereas for the statement on ext2 we are using the fact that we
are in the formal case so our path algebras are complete; see for example [6, 3.4(b)]. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X˜ → SpecR be some resolution of an affine complete rational surface
singularity, then
gl.dimEnd eX(O eX ⊕MI) =
{
3 if there exists Ei with E
2
i < −2
2 else.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 Extt(X,Y ) = 0 for all t ≥ 3 and all simples X and Y , except
possibly the case Ext3(Si, S⋆) which is zero unless E
2
i < −2. 
We now relate the above to the work of Wunram so below we restrict our attention
to the minimal resolution π : Xˆ → SpecR. Recall the following:
Definition 3.5 ([18]). For a given CM moduleM of R defineM := π∗M/torsion to be the
corresponding vector bundle on Xˆ. A CM R-module M is called special if H1(M∨) = 0.
By Van den Bergh’s construction it is immediate that OXˆ ⊕MI is equal to the sum,
over all special indecomposable CM R-modules, of the corresponding vector bundles M
defined in 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. Let Xˆ be the minimal resolution, then the natural map
EndXˆ(OXˆ ⊕MI)→ EndR(⊕M)
is an isomorphism, where the right hand sum is taken over all indecomposable special CM
R-modules.
Proof. It is well-known that ifM is a CM R-module then π∗M =M [7, 2.2]. Thus taking
global sections gives the natural map, which is an isomorphism away from the unique
singular point. We know that EndR(⊕M) is reflexive since it is CM, thus if we prove that
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EndXˆ(OXˆ ⊕MI) is reflexive then it follows that the map is an isomorphism. But now
each HomXˆ(M1,M2)
∼= π∗(M∨1 ⊗M2) and trivially M
∨
1 ⊗M2 is locally free. Further
H1((M∨1 ⊗M2)
∨ ⊗ ω) = H1(M∨2 ⊗M1 ⊗ ω)
equals zero since H1(M∨2 ⊗ω) = 0 and alsoM1 is generated by global sections. Hence by
[7, 2.1] we see that each HomXˆ(M1,M2)
∼= π∗(M∨1 ⊗M2) is reflexive, thus EndXˆ(OXˆ ⊕
MI) is reflexive. 
Consequently there is a version of Corollary 3.3 for EndR(⊕M) and so this proves
Theorem 1.1. Since in the quotient case the indecomposable special CM modules are
precisely (ρ ⊗ C[[x, y]])G as ρ runs over the special irreducible representations, this also
proves Corollary 1.3.
Combining Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 3.4 gives the following improvement of [10,
2.15].
Corollary 3.7. Let R be an affine complete rational surface singularity and set A :=
EndR(⊕M) where the sum is taken over all indecomposable special CM R-modules. Then
gl.dimA =
{
2 if R is Gorenstein
3 else.
When R is Gorenstein all simple left A-modules and all simple right A-modules have pro-
jective dimension 2. When R is not Gorenstein all simple right A-modules have projective
dimension 2 except the simple corresponding to ⋆, which has projective dimension 3. As
left A-modules, the projective dimension of the simples at ⋆ and all curves correspond-
ing to (−2)-curves have projective dimension 2, whereas all other simples have projective
dimension 3.
Proof. The statement on the global dimension follows immediately from Corollary 3.4
since EndR(⊕M) ∼= EndXˆ(OXˆ ⊕MI) by Lemma 3.6 and on the minimal resolution the
configurations containing only (−2)-curves occur precisely when R is Gorenstein.
Now the simples S in Theorem 3.2 are left A = EndR(⊕M)-modules with
proj.dimA(Si) = min{t ≥ 0 | Ext
t(Si, X) = 0 for all simples X} − 1
and so the statement on left modules follows immediately by inspecting the ext groups in
Theorem 3.2. Now denote Ti to be the simple right A-module corresponding to Mi in the
decomposition of M , then
proj.dimA(Ti) = min{t ≥ 0 | Ext
t(X,Si) = 0 for all simples X} − 1
and so the result follows from Theorem 3.2. 
We finish this section with the following trivial but convenient lemma which reduces
the calculation of the quiver to simply adding arrows to a certain base quiver, as is true
for reconstruction algebras of type A [15].
Lemma 3.8. Suppose E = {Ei} forms the exceptional curves on a minimal resolution
of some affine complete rational surface singularity. Associate the fundamental cycle
Zf =
∑
riEi and canonical cycle Z
E
K . Suppose F = {Fi} forms the exceptional curves on
a minimal resolution of another affine complete rational surface singularity with the same
dual graph and fundamental cycle, such that −F 2i ≤ −E
2
i for all i. Then
(i) −Zf ·Ei = −Zf · Fi + (−E
2
i + F
2
i )
(ii) (ZEK − Zf) · Ei = (Z
F
K − Zf) · Fi
Consequently the quiver for the curve system E is obtained from the quiver of the curve
system F by adding −E2i + F
2
i extra arrows i→ ⋆ for every curve Ei.
Proof. (i) If −F 2i = −E
2
i then there is nothing to prove, so we can assume that −F
2
i <
−E2i . Since both F and E have the same Zf , by definition it is true that −Zf · Ei =
−Zf ·Fi+ ri(−E
2
i +F
2
i ). However the point is that by combinatorics on rational surfaces,
the condition −F 2i < −E
2
i forces ri = 1 (see e.g. [13, 3.9]) and so (i) follows. The
remaining part (ii) is now trivial. 
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4. The Representation Theoretic Method
Here we compute EndC[[x,y]]G(⊕ρ special(ρ ⊗ C[[x, y]])
G) directly, without assuming
any of the geometry. As stated in the introduction, combining this with Theorem 3.3
and Lemma 3.6 gives a method to recover the dual graph directly from the representation
theory, and also provides us with more information than the non-explicit proof.
Denote R = C[[x, y]]G, where G is some small finite subgroup of GL(2,C). Note that
the AR quiver of the category of CM R-modules (i.e. all irreducible maps between the
CM modules) coincides with the McKay quiver by a result of Auslander [2], and further
all such quivers for small finite subgroups of GL(2,C) were classified in [3]. Below let S
be the set of indecomposable special CM R-modules.
For two indecomposable special CM R-modules M and N we wish to determine the
number of arrows from M to N in the quiver of the reconstruction algebra. Because
everything is graded, this is just the dimension of the space of morphisms from M to
N which don’t factor through a special CM module via maps of strictly smaller positive
degree.
Proceed as follows:
(i) In the AR quiver, begin by writing a 1 at the position corresponding to M and
then define for every CM module V
µ
(0)
V := λ
(0)
V :=
{
1 if V =M
0 else.
(ii) Consider all arrows out ofM in the AR quiver. For convenience we call the heads
of these arrows the first-step vertices. For every CM module V define
λ
(1)
V =
{
1 if V is a first-step vertex
0 else
and then define
µ
(1)
V =
{
0 if V ∈ S
λ
(1)
V else.
In the AR quiver, at every first-step vertex M1 write the corresponding number
λ
(1)
M1
and then circle the first-step vertices which belong to S.
(iii) Now consider all arrows out of the first-step vertices. The heads of these arrows
are called the second-step vertices. For every CM module V define
λ
(2)
V =
{
max{0,−µ
(0)
τ(V ) +
∑
a:L→V µ
(1)
L } if V is a second-step vertex
0 else
and then define
µ
(2)
V =
{
0 if V ∈ S
λ
(2)
V else.
At every second-step vertex M2 write the corresponding number λ
(2)
M2
and then
circle the second-step vertices which belong to S.
(iv) Next consider all arrows in the AR quiver out of the second-step vertices. The
heads of these arrows are called the third-step vertices. For every CM module V
define
λ
(3)
V =
{
max{0,−µ
(1)
τ(V ) +
∑
a:L→V µ
(2)
L } if V is a third-step vertex
0 else
and
µ
(3)
V =
{
0 if V ∈ S
λ
(3)
V else.
At every third-step vertexM3 write the corresponding number λ
(3)
M3
and then circle
the third-step vertices which belong to S.
(v) Continue in this fashion. For any V and any i, λ
(i)
V records the dimension of the
space of maps of degree i from M to V which don’t factor through S via maps
of strictly smaller positive degree (for the proof, see below). Consequently the
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dimension of the space of maps from M to N which don’t factor through S via
maps of strictly smaller positive degree is simply
∑
i≥1 λ
(i)
N .
Remark 4.1. The proof below is similar to [10, §4] (which itself was inspired by knit-
ting), where there S = {R} was taken to establish the dimension of the vector space
HomR(M,N). However the proof here is more subtle since now both M and N belong to
S and so HomS(M,N) = 0, making it harder to use functorial proofs.
Proof of algorithm:
It is clear that the start of the algorithm is correct and so we only need to verify the
general induction step. Thus assume that the result is true for smaller n. Consider the
AR quiver QAR of the category of CM C[[x, y]]
G-modules. By [3] this is just Z∆/G where
∆ is some extended Dynkin quiver and G is some group of automorphisms; in fact
Z∆→ QAR
is a covering. FixM to be in degree 0 — it is more convenient to work with Z∆ since there
the grading is evident. Consider the mesh category C := k(Z∆); in the language of [9], C
is a τ -category. Now define Sn to be all those objects of C lying in degrees between 1 and
n− 1 (inclusive) which belong to S, and consider the quotient category C/[Sn]; this too is
a τ -category. Since the AR quiver records all irreducible maps, it is clear by construction
that if V is any CM module then the dimension of the space of maps of degree n between
M and V which don’t factor through an object of S via maps of strictly smaller positive
degree is
dimk HomC/[Sn](M,V )
where the M sits in degree 0 and the V sits in degree n. By the theory of ladders in
τ -categories [9] this can be calculated explicitly using a recursion formula (see e.g. [10,
4.5]). Now the AR quiver of C/[Sn] is just the quiver of C with the vertices in Sn deleted,
and furthermore by inductive hypothesis (and construction of the smaller C/[Sn−1]) any
term in the recursion at a previous vertex is given by the µ associated to that vertex.
Consequently the recursion formula in [10, 4.5] gives
dimk HomC/[Sn](M,V ) =
{
max{0,−µ
(n−2)
τ(V ) +
∑
a:L→V µ
(n−1)
L } if V is a step n vertex
0 else
which by definition is λ
(n)
V . Thus indeed λ
(n)
V records the dimension of the space of maps
between M and V of degree n which don’t factor through an object of S via maps of
strictly smaller positive degree.
We now use the above algorithm to re-prove Theorem 3.3 for some examples of groups
Im (see §5 for notation). By [3] the AR quiver of C[[x, y]]
Im is
where ◦ represents the free module and there are precisely m repetitions of the original
E˜8 shown in dotted lines. The left and right hand sides of the picture are identified, and
there is no twist in this AR quiver. The AR translation τ moves each dotted segment one
place to the left; τ−1 therefore moves it one place to the right.
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Example 4.2. Consider the group I30(b−2)+1 with b ≥ 3. By [10, 9.2] the indecomposable
special CM modules are R, A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, C and M where
Ai := τ
−6iR for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 4
Bi := τ
−10iR for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2
C := τ−15R
M := τ−30R
To determine the number of irreducible maps from R to the other special CM modules
we place a 1 in the position of R (double circled below) and start counting:
. . . 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
. . . 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
. . . . . 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
. . 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Thus there is precisely one map from R to A1 (of grade 12), one map from R to B1 (of
grade 20) and one map from R to C (of grade 30).
To determine the number of irreducible maps out of A1, we place a 1 in the position
of A1 and start counting:
. . . 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
. . . 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
. . . . . 11101110112110111011
. . 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
. 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
. . .
0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
In the above picture the second special circled (i.e A2) absorbs a 1 and the calculation
continues, repeating the segment between the dotted lines. Careful analysis shows that
this repetition misses all the specials and keeps repeating until it reaches R again, which
absorbs a 1 (on the right hand side of the picture above), forcing the calculation to finish.
We deduce that there is precisely one irreducible map from A1 to A2, and one irreducible
map from A1 to R, and these are all the maps out of A1.
The calculations for A3, A4, B1, B2 and C are very similar. The only remaining
calculation which is non-trivial is determining the number of irreducible maps out of M .
For this begin by placing a 1 in the position of M and begin to count. Since there are no
special CM modules between M and R this calculation between M and R is just the free
expansion starting at M (for terminology, see [10, 7.1]). This continues until it reaches
R (a grading of 2 + 60(b− 3) away) and so [10, 9.1] specifies the first two columns below,
where the first circle corresponds to R:
2b-6 2b-6 2b-6 2b-5 b-3 2b-6 2b-5 b-3 2b-5 b-2
4b-12 4b-12 4b-11 3b-8 3b-9 4b-11 3b-8 3b-8 3b-7 2b-5
6b-18 3b-9 6b-18 3b-9 6b-17 3b-8 5b-14 2b-6 5b-14 3b-8 5b-14 2b-6 5b-14 3b-8 5b-13 2b-5 4b-10 2b-5 4b-10 2b-5
5b-15 5b-14 4b-12 5b-14 4b-11 4b-11 4b-11 4b-10 3b-8 4b-10
4b-12 4b-11 3b-9 4b-12 4b-11 3b-8 3b-8 3b-8 3b-8 3b-8
3b-8 2b-6 3b-9 3b-9 3b-8 2b-5 2b-5 2b-6 3b-8 2b-5
2b-5 b-3 2b-6 2b-6 2b-6 2b-5 b-2 b-3 2b-6 2b-5
b-3 b-3 b-3 b-3 b-3 b-2 0 b-3 b-3 b-2
b-3 2b-5 b-2 b-2 b-2 b-2 b-2 b-2 b-1 0
3b-8 3b-7 2b-4 2b-4 2b-4 2b-4 2b-4 2b-3 b-1 b-2
4b-10 2b-5 4b-10 2b-5 4b-9 2b-4 3b-6 b-2 3b-6 2b-4 3b-6 b-2 3b-6 2b-4 3b-5 b-1 2b-3 b-2 2b-3 b-1
3b-7 3b-7 3b-7 3b-6 2b-4 3b-6 2b-3 2b-4 2b-3 2b-3
3b-7 2b-4 2b-5 3b-7 2b-4 2b-4 2b-3 b-2 2b-4 2b-3
2b-4 b-2 2b-5 2b-5 2b-4 b-1 b-2 b-2 2b-4 b-1
b-2 b-2 b-2 b-3 2b-5 b-1 0 b-2 b-2 b-2
0 b-2 0 b-3 b-2 1 0 b-2 0 b-2
b-2 b-1 0 b-1 0 0 b-1 0
2b-3 b-1 b-1 b-1 0 b-1 b-1 0
2b-3 b-2 2b-3 b-1 2b-2 b-1 b-1 0 b-1 b-1 b-1 0 b-1 b-1 b-1 0 0
b-1 2b-3 b-1 b-1 b-1 b-1 0 b-1 0
b-1 b-1 b-2 b-1 b-1 b-1 0 0 b-1 0
b-1 0 b-2 b-1 b-1 0 0 0 b-1 0
b-1 0 0 b-2 b-1 0 0 0 0 b-1 0
1 0 0 b-2 1 0 0 0 0 b-1 0
Thus there are precisely b− 3 maps from M to R, one map from M to A4, one map from
M to B2 and one map from M to C. This proves that the quiver of the reconstruction
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algebra is
B1 B2
C
M A4 A3 A2 A1
R
...
where there are b− 3 arrows from M to R.
Example 4.3. Consider the group I7. By [10, 9.3] the indecomposable special CM mod-
ules occupy the following positions in the AR quiver:
. . . . . . Y2
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . N . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
X . . . . Z2 .
R . . Y1 . . Z1 R
Now it is clear that the only map out of R is to X . Further
. . . 1 0
. . . 1 1 0
. . . . . 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
. . 1 1 0 1 0
. 1 1 0 0 1 0
. 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
X calculation
. 1 0 1 1 0
. 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0
. 1 1 2 1 1 0
. 1 1 1 1 0
. . 1 0 1 0
. . 1 0 1
. . . 0 0
N calculation
. . . 1
. . . 1 0
. . . . . 1 1 1 0 0
. . 1 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Y1 calculation
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0
. . 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
. 1 1 1 1 0
. . 1 1 1 0
. . 1 1 0
. . . 1 0
. . . 1
Y2 calculation
. . . 1 0
. . . 1 1 0
. . . . . 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
. . 1 0 1 1 0
. 1 0 0 1 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Z2 calculation
Finally the number of irreducible maps out of Z1 is determined by
. . . 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
. . . 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
. . . . . 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
. . 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
. 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
and so the quiver is
Y1 Y2
X
N Z2 Z1
R
5. Quotient Singularities
We now illustrate the details of the previous sections for all quotient singularities.
The finite small subgroups of GL(2,C) and their dual graphs were classified by Brieskorn
[5], but here we use the notation from Riemenschneider [12]. The classification of finite
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small subgroups of GL(2,C) is summarized in the following table:
Type Notation Conditions
A
1
r (1, a) =
〈(
εr 0
0 εar
)〉
1 < a < r, (r, a) = 1
D Dn,q =
{
〈ψ2q, τ, ϕ2(n−q)〉 if n− q ≡ 1 mod 2
〈ψ2q, τϕ4(n−q)〉 if n− q ≡ 0 mod 2
1 < q < n, (n, q) = 1
T Tm =
{
〈ψ4, τ, η, ϕ2m〉 if m ≡ 1, 5 mod 6
〈ψ4, τ, ηϕ6m〉 if m ≡ 3 mod 6
m ≡ 1, 3, 5 mod 6
O Om = 〈ψ8, τ, η, ϕ2m〉 m ≡ 1, 5, 7, 11 mod 12
I Im = 〈
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, ω, ι, ϕ2m〉
m ≡ 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19,
23, 29 mod 30
with the matrices
ψk =
(
εk 0
0 ε−1k
)
τ =
(
0 ε4
ε4 0
)
ϕk =
(
εk 0
0 εk
)
η = 1√
2
(
ε8 e
3
8
ε8 ε
7
8
)
ω =
(
ε35 0
0 ε25
)
ι = 1√
5
(
ε45 − ε5 ε
2
5 − ε
3
5
ε25 − ε
3
5 ε5 − ε
4
5
)
where εt is a primitive t
th root of unity.
Definition 5.1. Given a labelled Dynkin diagram we associate the corresponding Zf . We
call Zf
(i) maximal if it takes the same value as the Zf associated to the same Dynkin diagram
labelled with (−2)-curves.
(ii) reduced if Zf consists only of ones.
Now to build the quiver of the reconstruction algebra associated to C2/G, using
Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.8 it is easy to transfer the intersection theory combinatorics
into the following three rules:
(1) If Zf is maximal then connect ⋆ to make the extended Dynkin diagram, double
the quiver and for every αi > 2, add an extra αi− 2 arrows from that vertex to ⋆.
(2) If Zf is reduced but not maximal then we are not in type A so the Dynkin
diagram has a vertex which connects to three others; we call this vertex the middle
vertex. To build the quiver, connect ⋆ to the vertices at the end of each ‘arm’
coming out of the middle vertex, double the resulting quiver and then add extra
arrows subject to the following rule: if some αi > 2, add an extra αi − 2 arrows
from that vertex to ⋆, except at the middle vertex of the Dynkin diagram where
we only add an extra αt − 3 arrows.
(3) If Zf is neither maximal nor reduced. Denote by C the vertex with αC ≥ 3
which is closest to the middle vertex. Now inside Zf we may find the largest
subvector which is the maximal Zf of some Dynkin subdiagram Q
′ of type D.
Considering this subdiagram Q′, connect ⋆ to form the extended Dynkin diagram
of Q′. Then also connect ⋆ to those vertices at the end of each arm of the original
Q which do not lie in Q′, double the resulting quiver and add extra arrows subject
to the following rule: if some αi > 2, add an extra αi− 2 arrows from that vertex
to ⋆, except at the vertex C, where we only add αC − 3 extra arrows.
Remark 5.2. Case (3) is somewhat artificial since it does not make sense for an arbitrary
labelled Dynkin diagram. However for all the labelled Dynkin diagrams coming from
quotient singularities (some in type D, then I13 and I23) it gives the correct quiver. See
Example 5.4 below.
Remark 5.3. We remark that there are both geometric and algebraic consequences of
the above trichotomy. It turns out that geometrically in (1) the minimal resolution is very
similar to the minimal resolutions arising from ADE quotients, where in (2) the minimal
resolution is almost identical to those found in the toric case. Case (3) is somewhere in
between these two extremes.
Case (3) is illustrated in Example 5.4 below — 5.4(i) is an example from type D
whereas 5.4(ii) is I13. We label by dotted lines the largest subvector which is the maximal
Zf of some Dynkin subdiagram of type D.
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Example 5.4.
(i)
−2 −2
−2
−2 −5 −2 −3
Zf=
1 2
1
2 1 1 1
(ii)
−2 −2
−2
−2 −3 −2
Zf=
1 2
1
2 1 1
In the sections below, when stating the dual graph we are referring to Brieskorn [5,
2.11]. On the vertices of the quivers, for the convenience of the reader we write Zf and
hence the dimension of the irreducible special representation that corresponds to that
vertex. In types T, O and I, labelled arrows with ... means that there are b − 3 arrows
from that vertex to ⋆, where if b = 3 there are no arrows.
6. Type A
Given G = 1r (1, a) consider the Jung–Hirzebruch continued fraction expansion
r
a =
[α1, . . . , αn]. It was first proved in [15] that the quiver of the reconstruction algebra can
be described as follows: take the labelled dual graph of the minimal resolution
· · ·
−α1 −α2 −αn−1 −αn
and associate the double quiver of the extended Dynkin diagram:
n≥1
1 1 ··· 1 1
⋆
⋆ 1
n=1
Then for every αi > 2, add an extra αi − 2 arrows from vertex i to ⋆.
Example 6.1. Consider 15 (1, 3) and
1
40 (1, 11). Then
5
3 = [2, 3] and
40
11 = [4, 3, 4] so the
quivers and dual graphs are
1
5 (1, 3)
1
⋆ 1
−2 −3
1
40 (1, 11)
11
⋆ 1
−4 −3 −4
7. Type D
Given Dn,q, the dual graph of the minimal resolution of C
2/Dn,q is
· · ·
−2 −α1
−2
−α2 −αN−1 −αN
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where the α’s come from the Jung–Hirzebruch continued fraction expansion of nq
n
q
= [α1, . . . , αN ].
Case (i): Zf is reduced. In this case to the labelled Dynkin diagram above attach ⋆
and double the quiver to produce
1
1
1 1 ··· 1 1
⋆
If
∑N
i=1(αi − 2) ≥ 2 then add extra arrows as follows:
• If α1 > 3 then add an extra α1 − 3 arrows from that vertex to ⋆.
• If αi > 2 with i ≥ 2 then add an extra αi − 2 arrows from that vertex to ⋆.
Example 7.1. Consider D52,11 then
52
11 = [5, 4, 3] and so the quiver and dual graph is
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
−2 −5
−2
−4 −3
Case(ii): Zf not reduced or maximal. Let ν be the number of two-dimensional
special representations, then to the above labelled Dynkin diagram attach ⋆ to the νth
and N th vertices and double the quiver:
1
1
2 ··· 2 1 ··· 1
⋆
If
∑N
i=1(αi − 2) =
∑N
i=ν+1(αi − 2) ≥ 2 then add extra arrows as follows:
• If αν+1 > 3 then add an extra αν+1 − 3 arrows from that vertex to ⋆
• If some other αi > 2 then add an extra αi − 2 arrows from that vertex to ⋆.
Example 7.2. Consider D56,39 then
56
39 = [2, 2, 5, 2, 3] so the quiver and dual graph is
1
1
2 2 1 1 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−2 −5 −2 −3
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Case (iii): Zf maximal. To the above labelled Dynkin diagram first associate the
quiver of the preprojective algebra of the extended Dynkin diagram
1
1
2 ··· 2 1
⋆
If αN > 2 then add an extra αN − 2 arrows from vertex N to ⋆.
Example 7.3. For the groups D7,4 and D7,5, the quivers and dual graphs are
D7,4 1
1
2 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−4
D7,5 1
1
2 2 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−2 −3
8. Type T
These are the groups Tm where m ≡ 1, 3 or 5 mod 6.
The case m ≡ 1. In this subfamily m = 6(b− 2) + 1.
T1
1
2
2 3 2 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−2 −2 −2
T6(b−2)+1
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1
⋆
... −2 −2
−2
−b −2 −2
The case m ≡ 3. In this subfamily m = 6(b− 2) + 3.
T3 1
1
2 2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−2 −2
T6(b−2)+3
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−2 −2
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The case m ≡ 5. In this subfamily m = 6(b− 2) + 5.
T5 1
1
2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−3
T6(b−2)+5
b≥3
1
1
1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−3
9. Type O
These are the groups Om where m ≡ 1, 5, 7 or 11 mod 12.
The case m ≡ 1. In this subfamily m = 12(b− 2) + 1.
O1
2
2
3 4 3 2 1⋆ −2 −2
−2
−2 −2 −2 −2
O12(b−2)+1
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1 1
⋆
... −2 −2
−2
−b −2 −2 −2
The case m ≡ 5. In this subfamily m = 12(b− 2) + 5.
O5 1
1
2 2 2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−2 −2 −2
O12(b−2)+5
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−2 −2 −2
The case m ≡ 7. In this subfamily m = 12(b− 2) + 7.
O7 1
1
2 2 1
⋆
−4 −2
−2
−2 −2
O12(b−2)+7
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
... −4 −b
−2
−2 −2
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The case m ≡ 11. In this subfamily m = 12(b− 2) + 11.
O11 1
1
2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−4
O12(b−2)+11
b≥3
1
1
1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−4
10. Type I
These are the groups Im where m ≡ 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23 or 29 mod 30.
The case m ≡ 1. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 1.
I1 2 4
3
6 5 4 3 2 ⋆ −2 −2 −2
−2
−2 −2 −2 −2
I30(b−2)+1
b≥3
1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1
⋆
... −2 −2 −b
−2
−2 −2 −2 −2
The case m ≡ 7. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 7.
I7
1
2
2 3 2 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−2 −2 −3
I30(b−2)+7
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1
⋆
... −2 −2
−2
−b −2 −3
The case m ≡ 11. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 11.
I11 1
1
2 2 2 2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−2 −2 −2 −2
I30(b−2)+11
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−2 −2 −2 −2
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The case m ≡ 13. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 13.
I13 1
1
2 2 1 1
⋆
−2 −2
−2
−2 −3 −2
I30(b−2)+13
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1 1
⋆
... −2 −2
−2
−b −3 −2
The case m ≡ 17. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 17.
I17 1
1
2 2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−2 −3
I30(b−2)+17
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−2 −3
The case m ≡ 19. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 19.
I19 1
1
2 2 1
⋆
−5 −2
−2
−2 −2
I30(b−2)+19
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
... −5 −b
−2
−2 −2
The case m ≡ 23. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 23.
I23 1
1
2 1 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−3 −2
I30(b−2)+23
b≥3
1
1
1 1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−3 −2
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The case m ≡ 29. In this subfamily m = 30(b− 2) + 29.
I29 1
1
2 1
⋆
−3 −2
−2
−5
I30(b−2)+29
b≥3
1
1
1 1
⋆
... −3 −b
−2
−5
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